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APPENDIX A

GREAT I OFFICIAL STUDY PROBLEM LIST

The following tables show the results of the problem identification

screening process. Each table lists the problems screened by each work

group. Following the problem identification column are five columns. The

first two show the problem's relevance to the GREAT I Study and the work.

Problems relevant to a work group but not the GREAT I Study were excluded.

In many instances, a problem first thought to be relevant to a work group

was eliminated from consideration through the screening process. The

column marked "Time Frame" indicates the time period in which the problem

should be solved. The letter "S" (short term) represents the study period

(1975 through 1979). The letter "M" (mid-term) is the period up to 15

years following study completion. The letter "L" (long term) represents a

time period 15 to 40 years following study completion. The last column of

each table explains the reason for addressing or excluding a problem.
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APPNDIX B

The following is a current list of all

members of the GREAT I Public Participation

and Information Work Group.
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APPENDIX C,

COLUMN A EVALUATION SUMMARY

# of
Respond- Highest Lowest Average

Recommendation ents Ranking Ranking Ranking
" '-Periodic review of channel
- width at bends 28 1 23 11.93

Establish fleeting area needs 28 1 24 12.96

* Coh'.i £ iue dredging reduction research 30 1 24 9.80
Lower Pool 4 should be dredged 27 1 24 18.41
to 11 feet
Continue pursuit of beneficial-"30 1 19 7.83
placement of dredged material

Maintain fish & wildlife resources 29 1 21 5.48

Rehabilitate backwaters 30 1 18 7.77

Continue dredgin coordination 30 1 16 7.40

Coordinate pool level fluctuations 27 4 23 13.56

Assure use of appropriate dredg-
ing equipment 26_I _ _ 12.35

Continue public participation 30 1 21 6. ?
Maintain material disposal islands
and beaches for recreation 29 2 23 11.00

Provide more and better planned 28 3 23 14.32
boat accesses
Provide more sanitary pump-out 27 2 22 13.69
facilities 27_2 22 13.69
Provide public assistance to margin- 27 1 24 18.41
al private recreation developments 27_I_2_18.-
Provide canoe routes 27 2 24 17.74
Start an erosion control demonstra-
tion project on the Chippewa River 26 1 24 9.46

Stabilize material placement sites 27 1 22 10.63
Provide State & Federal funding 21370
for accelerated erosion control 27 1 23 8.70

Continue ediment monitoring of 23 9.29
Iributaries and backwaters 28 1_23 9.29
Investigate moving pool control
point to locks and dams 26 1 23 18.42

£Initiate sediment pollution
demonstration project 27 1 23 11.25

Remove sediment plugs from 8
backwaters 27 2 23 11.78

Place water control structures in
the dike works of 5 locsk and dams 26 3 23 14.54

* . . . ....- - ---



APPENDIX C.2

COLUMN B EVALUATION SUMMARY

# of
Respond- Highest Lowest Average

* Recommendation ents Ranking Rating Rating

Periodic review of channel
width at bends 30 5 3 4.100

Establish fleeting area needs 30 5 1 3.80

* Continue dredging reduction research 31 5 1 4.258

Lower Pool 4 should be dredged to 28 5 1 3.214
11 feet
Continue pursuit of beneficial
placement of dredged material 31 5 4 4.613

* Maintain fish & wildlife resources 30 5 4 4.732

Rehabilitate backwaters 30 5 3 4.467

Continue dredging coordination 31 5 3 4.613

* Coordinate pool level fluctuations 30 5 2 4.067

Assure use of appropriate dredg- 29 3 4.310
ing equipment 29 5 3 _ .310

Continue public participation 31 5 3 4.677

Maintain material 'digposal islands 30 4.033
and beaches for recreation 30 5 ___.033

Provide more and better planned 30 1 3.933
boat accesses 30 5 1 _3.933

Provide more sanitary pump-out 29 5 2 4.241
facilities
Provide public assistance to margin- 30 2.633* al private recreation developments 30- _I_.63

Provide canoe routes 30 5 1 3.533
Start an erosion control demonstra- 30 1 4.433
tion pro4ect on the Chippewa River

* Stabilize material placement sites 30 5 2 4.367

Provide State & Federal funding 30 5 3 4.567
for accelerated erosion control
Continue sediment monitoring of 3 .0S30 53 4.300
tributaries and backwaters
Investigate moving pool control 29 5 1 3.448
point to locsk and dams
Initiate sediment pollution demon- 30 1 4.100
stration project 30 5 I _ .100
Remove sediment plugs from S
backwaters 29 5 2 4.000
Place water control structures in

* the dike works of 5 locsk & dams 29 5 1 3.828
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APPENDIX C,3

Narrative comments received

with GREAT I Interim Report Evaluation

INDEX

Name Page

Aichinger, Cliff 1

Goodell, Harvey 3

Gray, Donald V. 14

Hill, Dorothy 15

Howe, Bill 16

Johnston, George 17

Kline, Frank 19

Madvig, Bob 23

Munson, Bruce 25

Olson, G.C 26

Page, Joseph 27

Quarvw, Norton 29

Spriggle, Lloyd 34

Steinberg, Roger 35

Sweazey, Eugene 37

, Thiele, Wally 38

Taft, Steve 39
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A15MIN 1000 (Rev. p8) STATE OF MINNESOTA

DEPARTMENT- Environmental Planning/Critical Areas Office Memorandum

* TO : Dan McGuiness, GREAT Public Participation DATE: 5/17/78
Coordinator

FROM : Cliff Aichinger, Coordinator I PHONE: 296-2686

' Critical Areas Program

SUBJECT: GREAT I Interim Status Report

* I have read the-Interim Status Report and filled out your evaluation form. I
understand that facilitating some analysis of individual comments about the report
recommendations is necessary. However, it was difficult for me to feel fair
about evaluating some of the specific project recommendations. such as, "Remove
sediment plugs from eight backwaters".

* I did rank the particular recommendations, however to be more fair to the work
groups .I really had ranked them by a high medium and low priority. I then went
through and numbered. Except for the top 3 or 4 the number could be shifted
either way by + 3 and still represent my general attitude.

In general, I feel fairly confident that the work groups are trying to work
* toward a reasonable compromise between EQ and NED. Personally I feel the CT

work group is by far the most NED oriented, but I feel the rest are working toward
a reasonable EQ goal. The major problem I foresee is a major competition develop-
ing for limited financial resources to achieve the various wishes of each inter-

.Pes- group.

*~-SThe erosion and sedimentation problem appears to be themost significant problem.
I t is this problem that, left ignored, could destroy all that everyone else
desires. I don't think this is made clear enough and should be in the final report.

Unless we handle the erosion problem and the sedimentation effects on the river
I there will be few fantastic fisheries or wildlife hunting areas to worry about.

Also, with the increased silting of the river and backwater storage areas, we can
expect our flooding situation (100 yr. flood levels) to be perpetually increasimg.
This would create a difficult planning and development problem for communities with
floodplain areas. This would also eventually result in the breaching of previously
constructed flood control structures, resulting in significant economic loss.

The long and short of it is, Dan, that I feel there ave several issue areas that
could be drawn from the mass of recommendations that, if addressed by PPIWG, could
give a better indication of public preferences. As I have said, I think erosion
control is the no. 1 need to be addressed. After erosion control there is the
multitude of other concerns such as navigation, recreation and dredge spoil
disposal that could follow. The complex problem of finding the conflicts can only
be defined by a system such as CIA. I think that if the test works properly it

'S should be undertaken for the entire study area.

1

'S
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"

Memo: Dan McGuiness
, page 2

5/17/78

One final comment, could some hierarchy of issues be established,such as;
without dealing with the erosion problem we should forget about enhancing back-
water areas, or without obtaining better quality, more versatile dredging equipment,
we should forget about the central placement option. With this type of analysis
it may be easier to deal with priorities.

I hope this rambling memo is of some consistence. I prepared it rather rapidly
to try to make it close to your deadline. I have been tied-up witha program
evaluation for the past month and no offense to you, it took priority over the
review of the Interim Report.

If I can be of any further assistance to you feel free to contact me at any
.' time.

/br

2



H. L. Goodell 6 E. Division e Sparta, Wisconsin 54656 * 608-269-3518
August 17, 1978.

Dan V.McGuineua & Assoc., Coordintor,

PPIVG GREAT I,

149 Main Street,

VARASA, MN. 55981.

Subjects- GREAT I INTERIM STATUS REPORT, MARCH 1978

Dear Sirs-

Attached in AN EVALUATION OF GREAT I SUBSEQUENT TO THE GREAT I STATUS

ONRT - MARCH 1978. The evaluation is dated August 17, 1978."

As you know,I have been very active in GREAT since it began 4 years ago,
even longer than you, and have been designated the non-agency person who has attend-

ed more meetings than others. This has been volunatry, within my own resources. I am

on the BOARD of Directors of the PUBLIC PARTICIPATION AND INFORMATION WORK GROUP, in
both GREAT I & II and am authorised to represent the Western Chapter of the Wisconsin

Society of Professional Engineers, the only obligation being to report back to the

Chapter.

Any reader of input regarding the Interim Status Report is entitled to know

the backgound of each author. Thus a brief resume of my career (mostly river engineer-

Ing)is enclosed. In addition to the 50 years of practicing engineering, I have con-
tinued an active interest and participation in resource development during the six

years of retirement.

Please include this letter and the enclosures in the APPENDIX, under Narrative

Comments, to the GREAT I PPIWG POSITION PAPER of August 1978. Although the materials

furnished you June 5 and 17 are still valid, they should not be included in the

APPENDIX.

ENCLURES Sincere

BRIEF RESUME OF CAREER

AN EVALUATION OF GREAT I SUBSEQUENT TO THE HL.Goodell P.E. (Ret.)

INTERIM REPORT-MARCH 1978 (Dated Aug. 17, 1978)
COMMENTS TO SPECIFIC REFERENCES IN THE REPORT (Aug. 17, 1978).

3



H. L. GOODELL
634 E. DIVISION

SPARTA. WISCONSIN

PHONE 608 269-3518

April 1977

"RESUE CAREER

, CITIZENSHIP.- Native born - Illinois

BORNs- 1902

EDUCATIONs- B.S. in Civil Engineering, University of Illinois, £925
SOCIETIES.- American Society of Civil Engineers - Life member.

National Society of Professional Engineers - Life member.

* REGISTRATIONs- Professional engineer and Surveyor in Wisconsin.
Registrations in Alabama, Georgia, Illinois, Ohio and
New York allowed to expire. Certificate from
National Bureau of Engineering Registration.

EXPERIENCE

* - CONSULTING
ENGINEERING
FIELDs- 12 years of municipal, flood control, and local

protection. (3 years as principal)

CONSTRUCTION
INDUSTRYs- 19 years, 5 as zonstruction engineer, and 14 as chief

engineer for two companies of national reputation,
primarily on river and harbor work but including power
plants, heavy industry and large commercial buildings.

:" U.S. CORPS OFENGINEERSs- 16.5 years on engineering and construction of naviga-

tion projects, flood control reservoirs, local protection

and other river and harbor work.

DEPT. OF
ARMYs- 2.5 years as Chief of Buildings and Grounds,

Fort McCoy, Wis.

SEMI-RETIREMENTs-$.0 years. (Active in public works projects, involving
engineering.)

SUMMARYs-
Consulting field 12.0 years
Construction industry 19.0 '

U. S. Corps of Engineers 16.5
Dept. of Army 2.5
Semi-retirement 5.0

Total 55.0 years

"a 4
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AN EVATITA'TflJ QV' (CRUAT T RIT THE IN4WTE1URIN STAM15 RWEPORL - MARCH 1978.-

BY H.L.GOODELL. PPIWG DIRECTOR

AUG. 17. 1978.

1. INTRODUCTIONo-

(a) The POSITION PAPER, as prepared by the Public Participation Coordinator is

quite long. This is prepared in an attempt to provide a shorter and more easily

understood evaluation of GREAT I.

(b) It is practically impossible to measure the many variables of river phenomena,

and present them as rationale for a conclusion. Thus, of necessity, an evaluation

of GREAT I must be judgmental, based on many years of river engineering experience.

2. PUBLIC PARTICIPATION AND INFORMATION WORK GROUP (PPIWG).

(a) Development of plans for use of land and water resources are required to proceed

in accord with the Principles and Standards of the U.S.Water Resources Council (WRC),

which state that, "Direct input from the public - - is important and will be accom-

plished bys-"(a) Soliciting public opinion (b) Encouraging periodic expression of the

public's views (c) Holding public meetings, and (d) Making available all plans, reports,

data analyses, interpretations and other information for public inspection." It is

believed thawlerlodic publication of these WRC requirements, in the news letter

"SOUNDINGS" 9A increase the attendance at meetings.

(b) GREAT I could significantly increase public input by employing available practical

and professional talent based on many years of river experience. At various times It

has been recommended that a board of consultants be created to advise GREAT on the

approach to developing an improved management plan, but there has been no response.

(I an not seeking employment).

3. DREDGING REQUIREMENTS WORK GROUP (DRWG)
ta) This group has the responsibility of reducing dredging volumes consistent with

good channel maintenance, economical and environmental values. Reduction of volume

and improvement in dredging practices are the keys to improving all other resource

uses.

(b) Studies by use of mathematical models in~jgtw1a that a significant reduction in

dredging volumes can be accomplished by changing dredging depths and the start of

annual dredging operations to later in the spring. However, this reduces the relia-

bility of the navigation shannel, increases risks and costs of transportation. It has

not been established that mathematical models have sufficient reliability for day to

day management. The only sure method of maintaining a reliable channel is dredging.

The models provide very general guides.

5



(c) A description of proposed plans, schedules and costs to obtain an estimted or

-edicted reduction in sediment (sand) from the Chippewa should be included in the

final report. Minutes of a recent meeting where fluvial hydraulics was discussed,

indicate that such a prediction is unreliable.

(d) On page 769 DRWG recommends that "all maintenance dredging in lower pool 4 should

be done to a depth of 11 ft. after spring high water".This recommeadation needs to be

supplemented. If dredging is limited to 11 ft., what is the recommended depth at

which dredging should start? Consideration should be given to dredging to a minimum

depth of 31 ft. in lower pool 4 during all stages. Dredging should start when shoal-

Ing has reduced depth to 10 ft.(Notel- Vessels grounded at Reed's landing during a

fairly high stage in spring of 1978.)

(e) There are at least 4 feasible methods of reducing the accummulations of sediment,

and in turn dredging volumes, the practicability of which have not been studied. This

inmut was made one year ago but to date there has been no inquiry from ANYONE about

the methods.

4. SEDIMNT AND EROSION WORK GROUP (SEWG)
(a) The work done to date does not contribute a basis for improving the management of

channel maintenance dredging. The Cesium 137 program to determine the average sedimen

depths in the valley in recent years is considered unreliable and of no .use in develo

Ing improved management. Also there was no measurement of the erosion to arrive at a

not change in the volume of sediment in the valley. Thousands upon thousands of very

carefully controlled measurements would be needed to arrive at a sound conclusion

regarding the amount of erocion and sedimentation in the valley - and this appears

to be too costly for the value of the information.

(b) Control of upland erosion should be left exclusively with the Dept. of Agricultur

The correlation between upland-erosion with sedimentation in the river corridor and

channel maintenance dredging is too subtle to.be .a significant factor in developing a

channel maintenance plan. Management of upland erosion is relatively slow and long

range while a complete channel maintenance plan can be implemented in a short period

of time and can be changed likewise.

(a) See comments to specific references of the report opposing a demonstration projecl

on the Chippewa (or other tributaries); also comments to the unreliability of predic-

tions to significantly reduce sand discharged by the Chippewa (or other tributaries)

by any practical method.

(d) This SMIG collected and produced some interesting information about erosion and

sedimentation, but unfortunately it has no significant value in developing a manage-

ment plan for the river corridor.

6a"o



5. FISH AND WILDLIFE WORK GROUP (FWLWG)

(a) The term "Rehabilitation of backwater areas" needs to be defined. There is ;

difference between "rehabilitating" and "improving the water quality of" backwater

* areas. Under "COMMENTS TO SPECIFIC REFERENCES IN THE REPORT", see comments No. 6 & No 9,

6.sDE CHANNEL WORK GROUP (SCWa).
(a) The variables of a river system are too complex to reliably quantify a prediction

or benefits or damages due to side channel alterations. Only general predictions are

• feasible such as wide degrees of benefits or damages and these can only be verified

after many years; also what might be predicted as early benefits might develope into

damages, in the long term. Precision management should not be attempted without 100%

control of backwater areas.

* (b) Alteration of side channels is the crudest of management techniques to obtain the

intended objectives. The river is dynamic and side channels are relatively fixed, and

will not be satisfactory. The management can be greatly improved by including some

carefully designed facilities to provide control over flow through the side channels

• at appropriate times. Math. and simulation models are inadequate and unnecessary in

the management of water in the backwater areas. A very general method of observing the

effects of side channels is adequate. If side channels are going to be incorporated in

a management plan, for recreational craft navigation, then proposed channel dimensions

should be included.

7.43CMZATIONAL WORK GROUP (Eva)

(a) A very smll portion of a management plan for recreation will contribute to an

improved channel maintenance plan. The RWG has found a great demand for more sand

beaches. This is contrary to the laws that prohibit placement of dredged material

below water.

(b) Input through PPIWG recommended plans for swimming facilities, accessible by land,

isolated from the river - where good quality water, sanitation, safety, bath houses,

parking and picnic areas could be maintained. To my knowledge there has been no

response nor are such facilities mentioned in the status report.

8. WATER QUALITY WORK GROUP (WQWG)

(&)Under "COMMENTS TO SPECIFIC REFERENCES IN THE REPORT" see comment No. 8.

(b)lt Is believed that sufficient studies have been made on the effect of dredging

on water quality, on this river and others, to formulate a management plan.

9. FLOO PLAIN ANEM WORK GROUP (' Wv)

(a) Information on project flood volumes, flooded areas, profiles and frequency of

floods should be included in the final reportl also the effect on the flood profile

of 50 nwe years of dredged disposal within the flood plain, should be included.

.. . . . . .." I . . . .- " "Y /; "+"



IO.1DRU D MATERIAL USES WORK GROUP (DMWG)

() The data furnished the public to date does not support the conclusion drawn.The

tests male on the dredged material (sand) for use in construction products, are in-

adequate for a sound conclusion. Potential demands for dredged material, even for use

as fill and sanding roads should be reliable and well documented. Historically,the

dredged material has been a liability, and intense management techinques will be

required to change it to an asset.

(b) The dredged material is mostly sand but does not have the acceptable character-

istics for use in good quality and economical concrete. It has been used to blend

a egate for asphaltic concrete, but the volume of potential use is insignificant.

The only practical use for the material is for fill and for sanding roads, but even

the recozds show that use is a very small percentage of the amount dredged.

(c) The report states tbut "Dredge material is a valuable resource". The validity

of the statement should be demonstrated to the public, as historically it has been a

substantial liability; also it must be competitive with other sources for all uses.

The validity of the whole presentatioi of DMUWG needs to be established. The "Platte-

ville' concrete tests and compost tests by others are inadequate for planning purposes

Enclosed are two charts showing specified and actual gradations in relation to various

uses. None of the "dredged material" meets acceptable specifications for any knonw

product. A draft of DMUWG Final Report is at hand. The information presented does not

support the statement that "Dredged Material is a valuable resource." Those member

agencies of the GREAT I team having qualified engineers should state that a report

as proposed is unacceptable.

(d) A Key person of GREAT has stated publicly that "There is a big demand for the

dredged material but there is one problem"s-the supply is not where the demand is".

That is "gobbledy-gook!" It should be stated that the supply demand relationship is-

impractical - otherwise concentration on how to dispose of the sand is diverted.

(e) The so called pilot project at Buffalo Cuty was a disgrace. Placement of fill by

hydraulic dredge is an old art. Also the embankment characteristics are not in

accord with sound engineering practice. It could have been placed by land methods at

*," about 115 the cost. Reported costs vary from $30,000 to $50,000. An audited cost

should be reported, but as little more said about that project, in the final report,

*the better.

1 1. COMMERCIAL TRANSPORTATION WORK GROUP (CTWG)

.. (a) Through the efforts of this work group, experienced pilots were asked to advise

on channel widths in river bends, Some widths were decreased and some increased, that

resulted in'a net reduction in dredging volumes.

8
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12.PLAN FORMULATION WORK GROUP (PFWG)

(a) The 5/23/78 minutes of PFWG listed the main obJectives that are not in conson-

ance with the original. They are paraphrased as follows t-

1. Develop an interim dredging plan.

2. Outline a plan of study to develop a management plan.

It is lecommended that a D to make further study be avoided.

(b) Plns for river management will always be conceptual, never complete, i.e. always

subject to improvement. Sufficient information is available too-

1. Develop and recommend a management plan.

2. Recommend an organization to execute the plan, such as the Corps,
UMRC, F & WL or others. *

GREAT lacks sufficient direct responsibility to execute a plan in an acceptable

manner. the GREAT team could act as an advisory council to the agencies having

direct responsibility, and there should be adequate public representation on

the team or council.

13. CONCLUSION

(a) There is a profound need toi-

1. Initiate studies on the practicability of developing new types of

dredging equipment.

2. Initiate studies to substantially increase the sediment transport

capacity of the river.

3, Avoid any expenditures on tributary stream bank erosion in attempt

to reduce bed load discharge of sediment into the main river corridor.

Respectfully submitted,

H.L.Goodell P.E. (Ret.)

9
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GREAT I

INTERIM STATUS REPORT

COMMENTS TO SPECIFIC REFERENCES IN THE REPORT

BY H.L.GOODELL PPIWG DIRECTOR

Aug. 17, 1978

l.REF,page is-TABLE OF CONTENTS

COMMENT:- It would be an improvement to use a system of numbering the sections,

paragraphs and sub-paragraphs.

2.REF, Page 6:-STUDY ORGANIZATION.

* COMMXENT:- It is suggested that the GENERAL PUBLIC be inculded as a part of the STUDY

ORGANIZATION to provide input to and receive information from the study.

- 3.REF page 7:- ORGANIZATION CHART.

COMENT:- The funding symbol line should extend to the box, "Functional Work Groups"

as they receive funds from the Corps.

* 4 .REF,page 11:- GREAT I study budget

COM ENT:- It is suggested that the final report show for the total of each item the

amounts contributed by GREAT I, each Federal agency, each State agency and other

elements of Government.

5.REF,Page 981- 1st line at top of page
["CO*1ENT:- It is suggested that "timing" be inserted before "and".

i 6.REF, page 80s- Conclusion No- 3
COMMENT:- It is agreed that "REHABILITATION of backwater areas" is feasible. The

final report should include a description of any plan and methods as to what would b

involved, such as areas, excavations and fill volumes, number of culverts, annual

maintenance, schedule to accomplish a.nd estimates of first, annual and life cycle

costs as a minimum obligation to determine the "practib-l4ty". Otherwise each reader

is uninformed and left to imagination.

7.REF, page 75:-Conclusion No.2.

COMMENT:- It should be stated that shallower depth dredging reduced the quality of

the navigation channel and that the actions increased the costs and risks of water

transportation; also substantially increased the basic unit costs of managing the

river. Unit dredging cost per cu. yd. was $0.54 in 1974 and $7.11 in 1977.

8.REF,page A-148:- Conclusions

COMMENT:- The Grey Cloud Island Pilot Study Report of 1976 is paraphrased as followsl

The chemical, biological and physical effects on the water quality resulting from

hydraulic dredging and disposal "appea.rs to be localized and short term". This is

also in accord with the results of the $30,000,000 Dredge Material Research Program

(DMRP) by the Waterways Experiment Station (WES). This information was available

before the Interim Status Report was written and should have been included.

12



9.1REF. page A-76t- Recommendations

Cments I-
To No. la-The final report should be specific as to location, costs, benefits, etc,

regarding proposed "rehabilitation of backwater areas" and "potentially

[roductive habitats" so a reader can be informed rather than left to imag-

ination.
To No.4s- Rip rap should only be placed to protect property where the B/C ratio is

greater than 1.01 also to maintain channel alignment, and where dredging

would be significantly reduced.

To No. 58- See Comment to No. 1 above.

10.RSF, pages A-132t-Recommendation "a. The Corps - should select the Chippewa -- for

an erosion control demonstration project -- ".

COMMNTt-Eliminate the recommendation. In the spring of 1977, the Western Chapter

of the Wisconsin Society of Professional Engineers, recommended that the Corps

reconsider the stream bank revetment project on the Chippewa. Existing revetment on

the Chippewa should be adequate demonstration. Revetment of stream banks is an old
art and the Corps has spent millions on stream bank revetment. Surely that experience
is adequate to justify elimination of demonstration grojects.

Respectfully submitted,

H.L.Goodell P.E.(Ret.)

13



Donald V. Gray
67 East Howard Street
Win ona, Ann. 55987

May 12, 1978

Mr. Dan McGuiness
149 Main Street
Wabasha, Minnesota

Dear Dan;

Enclosed please evaluation form re. the GREAT I Interim Status
Report. This was initially prepared by me independently, and
then I took it to our Ikes chapter meeting to try it out on
them, and they were in substantial agreement with nW assesment
(which may be good or bad), so that is why both axe represen-

* . ted on the form.

There was a feeling that there were gaps in the Report, with
perhaps the writers knowing what they were writing about, but
not clear to readers: viz "aintain fish and wildlife resour-
ces". No place is there a description of the year or years to
use a s a basis for this "maintenance".

We could find no reference by the CTWG as to the need for barge
and tow boat standards of construction and amintenance referred
to. Reference the latest oil spill at Winona where a barge was
opened bv shoaling onto a sandbar. What conccrns are being given

-'- to the condition of these Vehicles, skin thickness, welds, etc?

-" asically my stand is that the solving od the sand and sediment
_""roblem is basic to the F&W and Recreation, Comerce and Recl
-.> oating needs. It really shouldn't take so long to get cracking

on demonstration projects on the Chippewa and other streams that
contribute to the problem of sand and sedimentation, but it looks
like it will have to be sbudied to death before any action is taken.

Thanks for the opportunity to review this and comient thereon. I'll
be interested in its future.

Sincerely,

Donald V. Gray

14
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June 1, 1978

Dan McGuinness, Coordinator
Public Participation '.ork 3roup
Great Environmental Action Team
149 Main Street
'Jabasha, MN 55981

Dear Dan:

Sorry, I really messed up the evaluation form, and I regret that I
am not going to be able to finish my statement relative to the
Interim Report. Pressures here have been heavy, and even though I
have strong feelings about many issues, iary Swanger failed to sub-
mit her written report as requested. It was my intention to compare
her constructive criticism with my layman's interpretation, and then
draw conclusions.

I do, however, sense that the Tater quality ,'ork Group has not ac-
complished its objectives. It appears to me that when the sampling
of Lake Pepin was done, someone was in error in not having made
chemical analysis other than for POB's (which reminds me to tell you
that the iPCA will be having further hearings on PCB's in the near
future, and I am anxious for 2ZEAT's report).

The recent emergency dredging at Read's Landing is further evidence
* that the problems of the Chip2awi Uiver's sedimentation should be

designated as a top priority in your final report.

Ed and I were pleased with Chet "eldon's conclusions in the sedimen-
tation and erosion workshop report--not that it is news.

* The waters of Lake Pepin have been reasonably clear this spring,
until after the heavy rain *May 27. On :ay 30, when we went to ,tose-
ville, we slowed at each bridSe and noted that the waters of Rush
River, Isabelle River and Zine Oreek were still brown and thick.
GREAT must put more emphasis on stoppins sedimentation at its source
instead of finding ways to take it out of the river. Dan, I don't

* want to be caustic, but I am beginning to agree with the many who
feel the word "action" in your title is misleading to the public.

Despite houseguests, I plan to attend your meeting June 17.

Sincerely,
D 15
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Once in a while you can sit along a stream and learn from

nature. the other week there was this enjoyment of looking at a trout

S stream which had been streiohtend for about 2,000 ft. Nature had

reached the edge of the field line with a series of

.: abropt z-z-z markings. In some places the stream came back upon its self with

few rpobelms.

Engineers and planners could and should acclmpl ish the same items

when it comes to the streams. When a la landowner needs to re~linn he must

b requried to also make a percentage formula of z-z-z on his property.

this is the exchange one must give.

the Corps of Engineers has performed simualr tasks on the

UPper Iowa river. They shoudl be requried to correct h the errorsrs of

the past. the z-z-z Is about one mile of area for every two miles of streightening.

, ilt is a close guess the river systems make up for the change by this switching back

"-" .. and forth.

Planners shoudl look and study what nature can do when it has some stronn

canoes. the cratino of a flood Dlain nature has scoppedout some areas betweer t

te banks to take advantage of minor floodinq.

Ril +4owic

WAI.ii dy"

- "°
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DAI YLAND POWER COOPERA TIVE

ea Grosse, QMiscoin

54601 MA4Y 1
May 15, 1978

Mr. Daniel W. McGuiness
Great River Environmental Action Team
Public Participation Headquarters
149 Main Street
Wabasha, MN 55981

Dear Dan:

The following comments are in response to your
letter of April 18, 1978 and the "GREAT I Interim Status
Report."

Our main concern is to have a river channel main-
tained to adequately supply coal for the power generation
stations located at Cassville, Genoa and Alma, Wisconsin.
We strongly support any efforts to reduce the volume of
sediments entering the channel, because this is probably
the key to any reduction in dredging to maintain the 9
foot channel. It is essential that the Corps of Engineers
be given the operating freedom to maintain a navigable
channel and establish and maintain adequate fleeting areas.
However, as recreational users and concerned residents we
feel that every effort should be made to maintain the fish
and wildlife and recreational resources.

Other areas of concern are the maintenance and stabili-
zation of dredge material sites, in particular the beaches
and islands; and the rehabilitation of backwater areas.
Bank protection not only provides excellent fish habitat
but also maintains the islands for recreational use and
prevents the sand from being redistributed in the main
channel. The backwater areas were created artificially with
establishment of the dams and are relatively short-lived
without some sort of maintenance.

1
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Mr. Daniel W. McGuiness 2. May 15, 19784

Another area of concern which has never had any
emphasis is the adequacy of channel markers. We would
like to see the channel more thoroughly marked to avoid
the problems of grounded barges and ruined lower units
on pleasure craft.

We have been encouraged by the progress attained by
the "GREAT Team" and would support its future operations.

Very truly yours,

DAIRYID POWER OERAIVE

George , st Biologist
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COMMENTS

ON THE INTERIM STATUS REPORT OF GREAT I.

Unfortunately due to lack of sufficient time a detailed commentary on
the Interim Status Report could not be written at this time. We are able,
however, to submit some general comments.

The Interim Status Report emphasizes the problems associated with
dredging practices and the improvements in dredging that have been made
and will be made. This work is indeed worthy of praise. However we believe

that the most important problem caused by the 9-foot channel is the rapid

loss of backwaters due to siltation.

In its natural state just before the effects of civilization the Upper
Mississippi River was a braided and meandering stream. The river contained
numerous islands and the water course was divided into many channels. Sloughs
and backwater lakes were abundant. The river had a slope of about foot per

mile. That slope was barely adequate to provide the current with sufficient
velocity to carry downstream most of the silt that entered the river.

Civilization has brought two very significant changes to the river.
First, the amount of silt that enters the river has been increased because

cultivated fields have replaced forests and prairies. Second, the ability
of thel-river to carry sediment downstream has been drastically reduced by the

' dams'that were constructed to provide a 9-foot channel for navigation.

When the dams were installed, the immediate effect was an increase in
depth and area of the backwaters, but the longterm effect is to condemn the
backwaters to an eventual death by siltation. The pools between the dams
are filling with sediment very rapidly. Eventually all of the backwater areas
will be converted to land unless the dams are removed or some effective and

* environmentally suitable method of reducing the sediment that enters the river
is implemented. Saving the backwaters from siltation should be the number one
problem of highest priority for GREAT.

The Sediment and Erosion Work Group has determined that the critical
sediment source area is only a small portion of the total Mississippi drainage

* area. This fact makes it possible for one to believe that it may be economically

feasible to extend the life span of the Mississippi backwaters significantly
or perhaps for an indefinite time by controlling the sediment at its source.

In addition to the constant loss of backwaters there is a steady attrition
of the remaining wilderness of the river environment. The steady loss of pieces

oof the natural environment for power plants, power lines, roads, commercial

areas etc. can only be stopped by a strong measure, such as protection under

the Wilderness Act of 1964 (PL 88-577). The Interim Status Report implies that

that efforts under GREAT to establish an Upper Mississippi River Wilderness and
National Recreation Area have been dropped. It is our understanding that since

the publication of the report the effort has been resumed. This work deserves

23
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a high priority and must be accomplished with maximum input from the
interested public.

.4. In conclusion, we beli.ve that the Mississippi River is a unique

and precious natural resource. The natural values of the river
environment must not be destroyed but should be preserved for future
generations.
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NORTH ER N STATES PO WE R CO M PAN Y

MINNrAPOLIS. MINNKSOTA 55401

May 12, 1978

Mr Daniel W McGuiness, (GREAT)
Public Participation Coordinator
149 Main Street
Wabasha, Minnesota 55981

Dear Mr McGuiness:

This letter is in response to your request for comments

regarding the March GREAT I Interim Status Report.

Enclosed is our completed evaluation form.

In addition, we suggest that GREAT both formulate a Task
Force and conduct a professional study on the historic,
present and future interaction of cities abutting the
Mississippi River. Communities such as Winona are
geographically bound to the river and bluffs, and their
future development will necessarily have to occur along
the river and bluffs. The social and economic needs of
cities adjacent to the river should be balanced with
environmental, wildlife and recreation needs.

Sincerely,

GLENN G C OLSON, Administrator
Regulatory Liaison

ym
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JO8CPH C. PAGE
156 E. FIFTH STREET

WINONA, MINNESOTA 55987

,:-

May 4, 1978.

Mr. Daniel W. MeGuiness
Public Participation Coordinator
GREAT - 149 Main street

* Wabasha, Minnesota. 55981

Dear Mr. McGutness:

I spent over 15 hours going over the GREAT Interim Status
Report and found it is a well documentative, highly
educational and an extremely interesting review. While
It is quite exhaustive yet it deserves careful reading.
Unfortunately it will consume more time than one might
care to give its perusal, particularly news media. From
a publicity angle one or more of the 24 priority itemd
used periodically might achieve more results. Selecting
one or more objectives in the form of written news
al.ories might be beneficial. For example enclosed is
an editorial of May 3, 1978, in the Winona Daily News.
Mr. Adolph Bremer is the editor in chief and if you
havent already done so it m1pht be beneficial to mail
him a copy of the GREAT Iflterimx report with a copy
of the 24 objectives.

Enclosed is a completed evaluation "orm based on a
careful analysis of priorities I believe might be
desirable for future guidance.

Sincerely

0

Joe . Page, President
MOU?$ TREMPEALEAU CORPORATION

27
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Winona Daily News
Wednesday May 3, 1978

DNR got off
*' its dead

center too late
Tor good reaso the envirnmeualt wep

eWv ted-oaed duebwe a grmnde4bar
spi ts jet ftu Inthe Mu~uplRvr

But the le o not that ofl barges are bad,
that the evirumentalifsm C comp ie

idealism with the need of this region for
mercial river navigation. The en-

talhiti mit rid tomelvu of the
* that the Corps of bngnemr And the

industry are hid guys, that bAstever
want is counter to the public interest. The

river people abs u e ie'river for
tim. They are not duasm apst from the

rest of us.

The time has come for those state Departent
of Natral Res .re people, sitting In. their
fancy oficees in St. Paul, to reieve tmslv of
the notion that they are the appointed potector
of the Mississippi River. They have nowfinaly
issued that dredging permit so that the Dredge
Thompson can go about its business of

*. maintsni a safe and easy channel for the tows
that ply the Father of Waters.

No court ad law will convict the DNR of causing
the spIllof Jet fuel by delaying Issumnce of the
prmit, but in the court of public opinion the

NR is guilty. - A.B.
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29CRETARY Gentlemen:

SUBJECT: "G.R.E.A.T. " INTERIM STATUS REPORT AND VARIOUS
TUZCAsUREE

ve" Coi In a detailed sense, I am not qualified to comment on the

voluminous data in the report. However, in a general sense and
LEGAL CONSULTANTJef CSLTAWt on behalf of the UMWA membership, I would like to take thisJeff Umnber

opportunity to compliment the entire "G.R.E.A.T. I" team effort

as represented by this report. Its contents should be an

invaluable base to all who earnestly desire to best resolve

problems arising from the greatest multiple management usage

of the Upper Mississippi River and its tributaries.

In health and strength the Upper Midwest's economy is

directly linked to trade with continental Europe and the

Mediterranean via the Great Lakes, but the Mississippi River

by virtue of its lock and dam navigation system connects the

Upper Midwest with all areas of the world. As pointed out in

the UMRBC brochure, "FIVE YEARS TOGETHER", the present standard

of living in the nation's heartland could not exist without it.

Also of tremendous importance is that the system serves to

retain water for multiple usage before it flows uselessly into

the Gulf of Mexico. Since nature, man-made. pollutants, and

dredging can at times be counterproductive, the organizational

29 continued . . .

The Missisilppl River Lock and Dam Navigation System--a priceless multipurpose national energy saving environmentally
oriented transportation mode, linking domestic and world trade areus by water with the UpperMidwest; providing stable
river water levels for usage by municipal, private, commercial, recreational, wildlife, and aquatic interests.
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* effort by the UMRBC and G.R.E.A.T. representing a variety of interests, is an excellent

vehicle to continue to serve the multi-purpose management objectives of the river

resource.

The UMWA fully supports that effort and sincerely hopes that all parties will especially

; respect the views of those who are most familiar with a particular facet of the river

scene. Among those who may be unfamiliar with a particular aspect of the river, certain

solutions may seem obvious, but in reality they may be impossible, impractical at best,

or not compatible with objective constraints.

Along this line I am disturbed by the navigation opening and closing distress as

conveyed by Mr. Thiele of Winona in his March 27 letter addressed to Mr. Gower. I can

*. assure Mr. Thiele that under severe ice condition operation, the barge operators are by

far the biggest losers from delays and damage to equipment. Costly repairs, increased

insurance rates, claims and lawsuits dictate that they make every reasonable effort to

*.; avoid an ice situation but certain forces beyond their or the user's control, will now

. and then dominate events and happenings.

- For example, Mother Nature is full of variables and can be unpredictable. Recent

years have seen opening dates ranging from early March to April 10 in 1978. Closings

. have been more consistent occurring the last few days of November or first few days of

.' December. But nature throws a curve now and then. In mid-November, 1977, a huge cold

* air mass formed over the polar regions and quickly descended on the nation's midsection

with a vengenance. According to Mr. John Graff, U.S. Weather Service, this particular

phenomenon occurs about every 13 years and frequently too late for serious navigation

readjustments.
In an ordinary year this sudden weather change would not have been particularly

destructive, but in 1977 two other factors combined with the weather to create disastrous

conditions.

1) General nationwide business upturn and an increased demand for U.S. agricultural

* exports developed an historical worst shortage of rail transportation nationwide which

in turn mandated a demand on the barge mode to place every piece of available equipment

', on the Upper River for downbound shipment prior to close of navigation.

continued
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2) The unforeseen November breakdown of the Milwaukee Railroad swing bridge at

Hastings caused delays to navigation upbound and downbound right during the vital period.

When that happened, the congestion snowballed and multiplied delays in the whole logistical

system.

Any transportation mode has logistical problems disrupting schedules. In the water

mode, the lead time to set up a schedule or change a schedule takes weeks or months.

For example, steel leaving Japan mid-September should arrive Upper Minneapolis harbor by

November 1, yet a ship delay, a lock delay, a crane breakdown, etc. or a combination of

same might mean a delivery delay by several weeks.

*" Multiply these variables and consider the reasons for building and maintaining

* the navigation system in the first place, it becomes apparent that fixed opening or

* closing dates are meaningless. Opening and closing date goals are set every year by

*. the industry-based on conditions at the time--there simply is no practical alternative.

" On another matter a problem exists which I do not know if the Commission or the

*" G.R.E.A.T. Team can address themselves to, but it is a negative image type thing which

seems to plague the river mode. Regularily airplanes crash with great loss of life,

railroad tank cars overturn and towns have to evacuate, truck and automobile accidents

dominate the news daily, but there never is a clamor to shut down those modes or

. severely restrict them in some way, nor should there be.

*However, when it comes to the river, it's a different story. On balance the barge

mode is the safest and least environmentally destructive mode yet in recent weeks,

we have as in the past, witnessed such furor over a single incident on the river as to

hear talk about shutting down the river for some vague reason or another. Even as late

as May 9, WCCO bleeps that because of the recent oil spill barge misfortune at Winona,

.. the river traffic might be shut down until buoy positions can be evaluated to prevent

groundings; that the barge was thin skinned and rusted out, etc.

In the first place, what was the cause of the grounding? Was it a pilot error?

Was the barge sinking because of water leakage due to previous damage? What was the pool0
level? Was it a question of deficient maintenance? Whatever the reason, the loose talk

about deficient equipment (which was not the case), etc. ignores the real world as

accidents will surely find some way of happening. A constructive approach would be to

realize that aviation fuel was being delivered so that air lines can operate in and out

of the Twin Cities; that scores of other tows hauling fertilizer, grain coal, slag, steel,

31
continued .
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salt, cement, all moved safely; that the needs of wen, women and children might be just a

little more important than a handful of ducks; and that unqualified publicity opinions is

-: distortion and misinformation of the worst sort. The very next day after the May 9 WCCO

.i publicity, the enclosed Minneapolis Tribune article was more factual.

Gentlemen, I have been much too long winded, but again thank you for your splendid

* effort and best wishes in a continued effort to develop constructive and realistic

--.' recommendations for multiple usage of our great river resource.

Sincerely,

, UPPER MISSISSIPPI WATERWAY ASSN.

Norton L. Quarve, President

PO Box 15187 Commerce Station

Minneapolis, MN 55415
7j 612-339-5151

*'. NLQ:Jmh

Enclosure

Mr. Neil S. Haugerud, Chairman Mr. Wayne A. Knott, Co-Chairman
UMRBC 'G.R.E.A.T. I"

Federal Building - Room 510 Federal Building - Room 510

Fort Snelling, MN 55111 Fort Snelling, MN 55111

Mr. Donald J. Peterson, Co-Chairman Lieutenant Commander C. W. Gower
"G.R.E.A.T. I" UNITED STATES COAST GUARD

- Federal Building - Room 510 DOT-Second Coast Guard District
Fort Snelling, MN 55111 1430 Olive Street

St Louis, MO 63103
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Bay City, Wis.
Apr. 24, 1978.

Mr. Dan McGuiness, Coordinator
Great River Environmental Action Team

149 Main Street,
Wabasha Minnesota 55981

Dear Dan:

Sorry to have missed so many meetings but have had to cut out
most of them.

V As you know I have been working with the farmers on soil and
water conservation and so far that project has gone fairly
well. The proposal to combine farm supports with soil conser-
vation was approved at the National Farmers Union Convention
with the hearty approval of the Secretary, Dept. Interior who
happened to be present. It was taken by courier to D.C. to be
sure it reached the right hands.

A recent letter from Bill Proxmire indicated it would be ser-
iouslv considered by USDA in formulating their next farm pro-
gram and as he savs, the very fact that thev will be considering
it looks good.

Thats about as far as we can go with it at this time tho I will
try to build up a little support thru Conservation Congress etc.

Thanks for Great support.

Would appreciate results of study.

S.
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UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA Rochester Center f

2120 East Center Street
Building No. 4
Rochester, Minnesota 55901

'(507) 288-4584

May 10, 1978

Dan McGuiness
Great River Environmental Action Team
Public Participation Headquarters
149 Main Street
Wabasha, Minnesota 55981

Dear Dan:

Thanks for the opportunity to comment on the GREAT I Interim Status
Report. I'm doing so as an Area Extension Agent in Community Development
and Public Affairs. My comments don't represent a consensus or official
viewpoint of either the University or the Extension Service. In the
Community Development and Public Affairs program, our major area of con-
cern and emphasis is in public participation and process. Therefore,
I found this section and the work group's activities of particular interest.

* It's obvious you've spent considerable time and effort in the area of public
participation. I wish all of our governmental planning programs would follow
your example.

As I'm sure you are well aware, there is a real problem getting
interest before the crisis situation or the "knock on the front door."

• I guess we all need to adjust our systems and our methods to meet this,
which is the real life situation, I'm afraid. Unfortunately, nobody has
figured out how to do this yet. The report illustrated the problem with
the low attendance at Level B studies hearings. From my work with Level B
in South Dakota, I can assure you that this is nothing new.

* One of the problems when agencies begin to deal with public partici-
pation is that they like to make a "neat," "clean" package. The reality
of the situation is the more people become actively involved, the less
'"neat" the package becomes, more loose ends appear, and the more difficult
final reports become to write.

* The Minnesota Pollution Control Agency is struggling with this in
their "208" program. An interesting sidelight of this is that the educa-
tion the public is receiving is not so much on the subject matter, water
quality, but on how bureaucracies work. The citizen committees have had
numerous frustrations with this, and I suspect it's also been a painful
process for the PCA. The first package of materials the Regional Water

* Quality Committee received from the Pollution Control Agency for comment
was on the subject of agency priorities and program objectives. The
committee sent the report back asking that it be rewritten in "English."
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We, in the Extension Community Development program, have wrestled with
ways of reporting public participation efforts. The measure of success
is always difficult to show. Were "they" really involved or not? Often
we have found ourselves reporting individual success stories on particular
projects, rather than generalizing with numbers on an overall public par-
ticipation effort. While it's possible to report on a series of events
in a public participation process, the final product can be an elusive
thing. The report makes reference to an appropriate level of participation.
I can see that as a tough one to define.

As I'm sure you know from talking to Lois Mann and others, Extension
has a considerable amount of reference material on public participation
processes, which you are welcome to use, but you certainly have reached
across a wide variety of methods and are to be congratulated on your
thorough approach.

As I reviewed the remainder of the report, I can see that your study
groups need to be actively involved in commenting on the non-point pollution
aspects of the "208" water quality program. This should be done prior to
final recommendations to the Legislature, the Governor and the Environmental
Protection Agency. You list dredging and sediment control as that major
issue which connects all of the work groups. The emphasis on "208" will
increase now with the 1977 Water Pollution Control Act and funding for
conservation practices through the Culver Amendment. All the agencies in-
volved will be struggling with priorities and processes.

If you see things Extension can help you with, I would certainly

encourage you to get in touch with us. Your work compliments our program
by strengthening the commitment of government to realistically and actively
involve people. I wish you success in getting full funding for future
public participation efforts. As you well know, the success of the plan

"p and its implementation depend on public understanding and support. We
V. all know of too many plans collecting dust on shelves because they failed

to recognize this important aspect. Thanks for the chance to comment.

Sincerely,

ogrSteinberg
Area Extension Agent

RS/sw

Enclosure

cc Ed Becker 36
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In addition to the enclosed checklist I have two other sugges-

tions:

1. The Recreation report makes no mention of hunters and fish-

ermen. These people make considerable use of the river for recre-

ation. As a fisherman I would like to have the sand which has accumu-

lated above and below the wing dams removed. This applies to the

wing dams on the edge of the main channel and the closing dams in

the backwaters. Walleye and black bass fishing would be much im-

proved if this was done.

I do not hunt ducks, but it would be helpful for hunting areas

to be marked by signs. Because the duck hunting season is only a
short part of the year, perhaps hunters should be given priority

to some extent.

2. The Side Channel Group recommends placing water control struc-

tures in the dike works of five locks and dams. It would be help-
ful for all dike openings to be controlled by a valve so that the

* - water flow could be shut off from September I to March 15.

Crappies prefer quiet waters for winter habitat. The spillway

cuts in the 5A and 6 concrete sections of the dikes have spoiled

winter crappie fishing in the waters just downstream of the dikes.

, 2'
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TO: Dan MoGuiness

FROM: Wally Thiele

RE: Comments on GREAT I Interim Report

PLAN FORMATION WORK GROUP

This report is acceptable, but I believe the PPIWG will have to watch the
.- results. I look for a tendency to overemphasize th? commercial use of the river.

RECREATION WORK GROUP

The work group has done an exceptional job for the recreational boater. They
have neglected to give equal concern to three forms of river oriented areas of

" recreation, namely hunting, fishing and trapping. These three forms of

recreation were and have been a heritage on the river throughout the GREAT I
area long before the advent of the outboard motor and pleasure boaters. Reports
and statistics to these forms being prevalent are all that the reports indicate.

*' ,Also, that there should be a "hunter bumper zone" because it might interfere with
the boater. There are no recommendations to help the fisherman or hunter. With
the increased pleasure boating and water skiing, fisherman have been forced off
not only the wingdams on the main river but out of the backwaters as well. To
limit water skiing from 8:00 a.m. to 8:00 p.m. would give the fisherman at least

*a short time in the morning and again in the evening to enjoy his recreation.
Possibly restrict-ons on backwater skiing would help. The reason I use skiing
here is that water skiing requires constant speed, so it is improbable that a
boat pulling a skier will slow down when passing a fisherman.

It should be remembered that the GREAT I area is a National Wildlife Refuge, and
s such, fish and wildlife will have priority over other uses of the area. This

.- should be taken into acount when recommending picnic areas and trails.

J ". SIDE CHANNEL WORK GROUP

Paps Slough Mile 732.0 and Sam Gordys Slough Mile? Should be included on the list
of slough needing sediment plugs removed.

ITRANSPORTATION WORK GROUP
I have already covered my comments in a previous letter to the Work Group and
to you. I did neglect to bring up that with all their concerns from shallow
dredging to moving bridges, I don't read any reference to pumpout and garbage

-. disposal as a concern.

I have no comments on the remaining work groups.
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April 27, 1978

Daniel W. McGuiness
Public Participation Coordinator
Great River Environmental Action Team
149 Main Street
Wabasha, Minnesota 55981

Dear Dan:

The Mississippi River Regional Planning Commission staff has reviewed the GREAT I
Interim Status Report. We offer the following observations:

1) We're pleased that GREAT I has decided to concentrate its resources toward
preparation of a workable channel maintenance plan rather than an overly ambitious
river systems plan. We recognize that, while the limitations of time and budget
preclude a thorough treatment, GREAT I will still have to address certain aspects
of a river systems plan in its final report. The discussion concerning this deci-

* sion (page 59) would be strengthened by an explanation of how this all fits in
with ongoing Upper Mississippi River Basin Commission Level B and Comprehensive
Coordinated Joint Planning efforts. We confess too much confusion (still) as to
these relationships.

2) The discussion on page 76 of the possibility of the Corps contracting out
* for dredging is most interesting. We trust that subsequent GREAT I reports will

explore this alternative in some detail, especially with respect to how such an
operation can be coordinated with other river agencies. It seems that most GREAT

I institutional recommendations are made with the implicit assumption that the

Corps will be doing the dredging.

* 3) The schedule on page 66 should show the points at which public review of
GREAT I documents is to be offered. We urge that such an opportunity be provided
following completion of the draft NED and EQ plans in September 1978.

4) We are disappointed that the Water Quality Work Group has not come up with
even preliminary conclusions, despite three years of work and nearly $80,000 in

* expenditures.

5) We concur with continued Public Information and Participation Work Group
reconuendations for an expanded public information role for GREAT I. Recent
allocations to D. McGuiness Associates for newsletter publication is but the first
step in the right direction.

Sq

Continued .......
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* Daniel McGuiness Letter
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* April 27, 1978

6) We feel that the Computerized Inventory Analysis project (page 102) has
been oversold. Such a tool, while quite useful for inventory and education
purposes, loses credence when attempts are made to use it to assign suitability
ratings based on a predetermined value heirachy. Such a procedure may work in

"0 a one-owner, one-manager wildlife refuge situation, but it simply cannot work in
the complex of agencies and authorities that is the Mississippi Valley. There
is no mechanism by which the necessary value heirachies can be assembled. We

* therefore question further GREAT I expenditures on expansion of the CIA project.

Thank you for the opportunity to review and comment on this report.

Sincerely,

MISSISSIPPI RIVER REGIONAL PLANNING COMMISSION

*" Steven J. Taff
Area Community Development Agent

SJT:las
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